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since 1909, the waters along the Canada-us border have been governed in accordance with the 
Boundary Waters treaty, but much has changed in the last 100 years. this engaging volume brings 
together experts from both sides of the border to examine the changing relationship between Canada 
and the us with respect to shared waters, as well as the implications of these changes for geopolitics 
and the environment. Water without Borders? is a timely publication given the increased attention to 
shared water issues, and particularly because 2013 is the united Nations International Year of Water 
Cooperation.
 
Water without Borders? is designed to help readers develop a balanced understanding of the most 
pressing shared water issues between Canada and the united states. the contributors explore possible 
frictions between governance institutions and contemporary management issues, illustrated through 
analyses of five specific transboundary water “flashpoints.” the volume offers both a historical survey 
of transboundary governance mechanisms and a forward-looking assessment of new models of 
governance that will allow us to manage water wisely in the future.

Emma S. Norman is an assistant professor of Geography at Michigan technological university.

Alice Cohen is an assistant professor in environmental science and environmental & sustainability 
studies at acadia university.

Karen Bakker is Canada research Chair in Political ecology, director of the Program on Water 
Governance, and a professor in the department of Geography at the university of British Columbia.
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